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8→+4→–7→5
2→+4→–7→-1

Add 4, then subtract 7

Russell→–4→Anne
I am 4 years older than my sister

Addition Functions
An operation in mathematics is some way of transforming a number to get another
number. The particular operation that we dealt with today is addition, and the
transformation that it causes is shifting a number one way or the other along a number line. If you see the
problem 8 + 4 = 12, you could say to yourself: "Starting from 8, I go 4 to the right and find myself at 12."

The nice thing about thinking about operations as transformations is that the same operation will cause the
same transformation no matter where it starts. +4 shifts four to the right, whether I start at 8, 3, or -7.

In arithmetic, you were concerned only with picking the right operation to use in a
given situation. Algebra is different, because instead of dealing with single operations
in isolation, we will be working with "recipes" comprised of many operations that are
applied to a number one after the other. Such a recipe, in mathematical terms, is called
a function. An example of a function is shown to the right; you can see how the same process, applied to
different numbers, gives different results.

The job of a function is to express a relationship between two numbers that
does not depend on what exactly those numbers are. So, for example, if I put
my age into the function to the right, it will always output my sister's age, no
matter when the function is used.

. 1 Suppose that I apply this function to all four numbers labeled on the number line above.
Label where A will be shifted to as A', and so on.
(It is customary to use a tick mark like this to label the transformed location of a point. A'
is pronounced "A-prime". If I were to transform it again, I would have A'', "A-prime-prime")

b) Write me a function that will transform...

A to B

C to D

D to B

B to C

c) What relationship do you notice among the last three functions you wrote?
(Hint: Look at what they are doing on the number line, and think about what this ought to mean in
terms of the functions)



→+4→–7→+9→

. 2 Anne is three years older than Bob and three years younger than Carol. Write me a function relating
Anne's age to Bob, and relating Anne to Carol. Be careful of what sign of addition you use!

. 3 Crocus bulbs are planted 6 inches below the ground, and the flowers come
up to 3 inches above the ground. Tulip bulbs are planted 9 inches below the
ground, and the flowers com up 6 inches above the ground. Assuming the
ground is zero, draw in this information on the number line, and then
explain below what this tells you about how much growing each plant needs
to do.

. 4 For this problem, refer to the number line above, and the function shown to the
right.

a) If I apply this function to -5, what do I get out? Draw the whole process in on the number line
above.

b) Suppose that I put some number into the function and the output is 10. What was the input?
Describe how you found your answer.


